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ABSTRACT: A simple and widely applicable approach to assemble long-range twodimensional mobile arrays of functionalized nickel nanorods with tunable and “highly
open” lattice structures is presented. The magnetic assembly of uniformly oriented
nanorods in triangular lattices was achieved by a phase separation of the surface conﬁned
yet mobile vertical nanorods driven by a gradient magnetic ﬁeld. In contrast to known
approaches, the unfrustrated lattices can be further locked in place allowing for the
removal of the applied magnetic ﬁeld and processing without disrupting the initial order
with diﬀerent symmetries precisely assembled and locked in their position on the same
substrate. We suggest that the tunable assemblies of magnetic nanorods provide a versatile
platform for downstream handling of open lattice arrays for eventual device integration.
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have demonstrated that the modulation of magnetic ﬁelds can
lead to precise control over the lattice structure in one- and
two-dimensional arrays.30−32 However, a major limitation for
such methods is that these particles preferentially form chains
in the ﬁeld direction with weak correlation between adjacent
chains.33,34 The lack of ordering arises from the varying dipole
magnitudes among the inherently polydisperse chains in
unconﬁned systems. This is typically overcome by utilizing
physical conﬁnement to prevent chaining altogether or only
allowing the formation of monodisperse chain lengths. While
the addition of physical conﬁnement enables eﬃcient formation
of highly ordered arrays, this requirement presents its own
challenges. For example, assemblies formed at the air−liquid or
liquid−liquid interfaces dissipate the moment the external ﬁeld
is removed.30,31 These restrictions limit the attractiveness of
ﬁeld-assisted assembly methods of micro-nanostructures,
especially in scenarios where it is desired to assemble particles
in situ.
In contrast to current methods, the approach suggested here
enables the magnetic ﬁeld-assisted assembly of chemically
functionalized magnetic nanostructures, nickel nanorods, into
long-range ordered and tunable 2D lattices directly at a
substrate surface using a simple magnetic system and
eliminating the need for any physical conﬁnement beyond
the substrate surface. Careful control of the nanorod
concentration and deposition method allows for the formation
of a metastable ferromagnetic monolayer of vertically oriented

T

he fabrication of organized polymer and colloidal arrays
with easily tunable lattice spacing and symmetry is
uniquely challenging due to self-assembly processes typically
being driven and stabilized by mid- to short-range interactions
such as electric double-layer repulsion, van der Waals attraction,
and steric repulsion.1 Thus, a vast majority of traditionally
assembled colloidal systems have a simple close-packed
structure with limited selection of lattice spacings and local
symmetry deﬁned by particle size, shape, and charge properties
and intimate contact of the building blocks.2−5
On the other hand, materials strategies to achieve open,
tunable, and complex-ordered lattices and structures with
potentially unique physical properties include colloidal
epitaxy,6,7 binary colloidal mixtures,8 template-assisted conﬁnement,9−12 Janus or patchy functionalization,13−16 and the use of
biomolecular/polymeric linkers or surfactants.17−21 While
interesting and useful, these approaches tend to be multistep,
low-yield, and often require time-consuming design of materials
systems including synthesizing complex linkers (e.g., complementary DNA strands),17−20 processing multicomponent
mixtures (e.g., nanoparticles and surfactants),8 or achieving
cumbersome selective functionalization of particles (e.g., sitespeciﬁc grafting or modiﬁcation).13,15,16 For bottom-up
assembly processes to truly rival conventional top-down
fabrication in technological importance, novel strategies that
leverage long-range forces and allow for easy fabrication of
highly open structures with tunable and mobile lattices are
crucial.
The application of external electric and magnetic ﬁelds can
organize colloidal micro- and nanoparticles into ordered open
lattices based on long-range interactions between induced or
permanent electric or magnetic dipoles.22−29 Numerous studies
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Figure 1. Assembly of nickel nanorods in an orthogonal magnetic ﬁeld gradient. (A) SEM image of a 200 by 800 nm nanorod; (B) illustration of a
PVPON coated nickel nanorod; (C) magnetic force microscopy image showing the persistent magnetic dipole on a nanorod after removal from an
external magnetic ﬁeld; (D) Schematic showing a cross-sectional and top-down perspective of the proposed nanorod assembly process; (E,F) optical
microscopy images showing (E) a well-formed island imaged under dark ﬁeld and (F) a smaller assembly imaged under bright ﬁeld with
corresponding FFT; (G) an assembly imaged at high-magniﬁcation under dark ﬁeld with corresponding FFT.

polyvinylpyrrolidone (PVPON) to prevent fast aggregation in
solution (Figure 1B).
Nickel nanorods in this dimension range and made with
similar techniques have been shown to be ferromagnetic with a
saturated magnetization close to the bulk value of nickel (485
emu/cm3).41 Since all of the rods used in the study have an
aspect ratio much greater than one (ranging from 2 to 8), they
have an easy axis of magnetization along the long axis of the
rod. Indeed, magnetic force microscopy (MFM) of a
magnetized nanorod obtained in a lift mode with magnetic
tip42 shows a contrast in the phase shift along the length of the
rod thus conﬁrming that the strong magnetic dipole moment is
aligned with the nanorod’s long-axis as reﬂected by changing
color (Figure 1C).
Upon placement of the nanorod suspension in a vertical
magnetic ﬁeld the nanorods are quickly magnetized and orient
perpendicular to the substrate surface (Figure 1D). The
placement of the magnet creates a steep gradient in magnetic
ﬂux density normal to the substrate that results in a
magnetophoretic force pulling the nanorods: from the
suspension to the surface (Supporting Information Figure
S1).43,44 Once on the surface, the nanorods maintain high
lateral mobility and undergo a “phase separation” that results in
the formation of stable labyrinth or island-like morphology. On
larger diameter magnets (diameter >1 cm), the nanorods were
found to ﬁrst form a labyrinth morphology that coarsened over
time to eventually form discrete islands (Supporting
Information Figure S2). However, by using smaller magnets
(diameter <1 cm) the assembly could be controlled so that only

nanorods. In the assembled state, the nanorods form an
extremely open and unfrustrated triangular lattice with the
spacing between nanorods exceeding their diameter by nearly 2
orders of magnitude.
We demonstrate control over the lattice spacing and
symmetry by varying the magnitude and orientation of the
magnetic ﬁeld. The direct assembly of the nanorods at the
solid−liquid interface further facilitates anchoring of the
nanorods to the substrate through triggered intermolecular
interactions enabling preservation of the assembled array even
after removing the magnetic ﬁeld. Immobilizing the nanorods
in this way opens possibilities including hierarchical and
sequential assembly of multiple lattices in close proximity to
each other, and rapid actuation of the nanorod arrays similar to
artiﬁcial cilia in external ﬂow35 by changing the magnetic ﬁeld
orientation.
The functionalized nickel nanorods used for ﬁeld-assisted
assembly were made by the well-known template-assisted
technique based on inﬁltration or electrodeposition in porous
anodic alumina templates (see Supporting Information).36−39
The advantage of this technique is that it allows for high
throughput and uniform fabrication of nanotubes and nanorods
from inorganic and organic materials with adjustable
dimensions.40 The lengths of the rods were varied by adjusting
the duration of electrodeposition, resulting in rods with lengths
between 400 and 1600 nm (Figure 1A shows an 800 nm long
nanorod). Individual nanorods were obtained by dissolving
away the alumina membrane and coated with a layer of
37
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Figure 2. Tunability of lattice spacing and symmetry. (A) The linear relationship between nickel nanorod volume and the equilibrium rod spacing in
the assemblies. Inset images are shown (left to right) for 0.0126, 0.0251, and 0.0503 μm3. (B) The linear relationship between applied magnetic ﬁeld
and the equilibrium rod spacing in the assemblies. Inset images are shown (left to right) for 900, 1800, and 2700 G applied ﬁeld. (C) A crosssectional and top-down perspective of the eﬀect of an orthogonal and nonorthogonal ﬁeld on the rod assemblies. (D−F) Sequential dark-ﬁeld optical
microscopy images of rods as magnetic ﬁeld is tilted and corresponding FFTs: (D) orthogonal ﬁeld, (E,F) tilted ﬁelds.

island. At higher concentrations (>106 nanorods/mL), the
chain aggregates in the island dramatically impact the quality of
the lattice ordering as these aggregates have a larger dipole
moment observed by a larger clearing zone. Therefore,
reducing the concentration to below 2.5 × 105 nanorods/mL
resulted in the formation of monolayer islands with excellent
lateral long-range ordering (Supporting Information Figure
S3). Moreover, the individual island size can be tightly
controlled over a wide range by varying the total amount of
nanorods from small islands, containing fewer than 20−50
nanorods, all the way up to large-scale islands with 500 μm
diameter, containing more than 25 000 nanorods (Supporting
Information Figure S4). The placement of the island could be
manipulated precisely after formation as the entire island could
be moved eﬃciently and continuously by slowly moving the

a single island was formed in response to the radial gradients in
magnetic ﬂux density. Using this method, the nanorods are
preferentially concentrated at the center of the magnet, and the
position of the island can be precisely controlled by placement
of the magnet center.
In this process, individual nanorods continually “arrive” from
the bulk solution phase and slowly incorporate themselves at
the island boundaries until depleted as can be observed in realtime (Figure 1E, Supporting Information Video S1). Interestingly, within the aggregated phase the nanorods are packed into
an extremely open and ordered hexagonal lattice with longrange positional order indicated by 6-fold symmetry in the FFT
with up to third order of Fourier components visible (Figure
1F,G). We observed that a dilute suspension of nanorods can
be used to avoid the formation of chain aggregates within the
38
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spacing increased linearly with the increase in magnetic ﬁeld
indicating that the ﬁeld strengths of the magnets are above the
saturation ﬁeld of nickel at which point the susceptibility
becomes nearly constant. Thus, an increase in the external ﬁeld
leads to corresponding increase in the magnetic moment of the
nanorods.
Next, tilting the external magnetic ﬁeld with respect to the
substrate plane easily reorients the nanorods to maintain the
axis of magnetization in the ﬁeld direction. As a result, the
repulsive force between adjacent rods becomes anisotropic and
the nanorods form a rhombic lattice with the reduced lattice
parameter in the direction of the tilted magnetic ﬁeld (Figure
2C). In Figure 2D−F, the optical images show the eﬀect of
sequential tilting of the external magnetic ﬁeld on the lattice
geometry in an assembled island, and as expected the lattice
geometry shifts from triangular (Figure 2D) to rhombic (Figure
2E) as conﬁrmed by FFT images. This is due to the weakening
of the repulsive forces with the decrease in the distance
between the opposite magnetic poles in adjacent nanorods.
Further increase in the magnetic ﬁeld angle with respect to the
substrate normal results in a decrease in the lattice spacing with
the preservation of strong interchain correlations of magnetic
nanorods (Figure 2F) in contrast to uncorrelated chains of
spherical nanoparticles magnetically assembled.46
As mentioned earlier, one of the major challenges facing
ﬁeld-assisted assembly methods is the diﬃculty in maintaining
the assembled arrays in integrated materials/structures when
the assisted ﬁeld is turned oﬀ. In fact, as expected, without
further processing to anchor or encapsulate the nanorods
removal of the magnetic ﬁeld leads to irreversible chain
formation (Figure 3A) due to the strong remnant magnet-

magnet in relation to the substrate (Supporting Information
Video S2). Real-time lateral movement of the nanorods with
reconﬁguration of local organization, deformational ﬂow
around defects, and continuous reformation of the island
front are clearly visible in the video.
The ﬁeld-assisted formation of lattices with spacing
incommensurately larger than size of the individual elements
is facilitated by the long-range repulsive forces arising from the
uniformly aligned magnetic dipole moments of the nanorods
(ferromagnetic ordering).30 As known, frustrated triangular
lattices can be formed by magnetic dipoles that are free to
change their dipole orientation through ﬂipping.45 Such ﬂipping
events minimize the overall magnetic energy of unconﬁned
lattices and facilitate formation of triangular symmetry with
lattice spacing (d) comparable to the magnetic dipole length
(l): d ∼ l. In striking contrast, the kinetically conﬁned spatial
conditions at the solid−liquid interface and the externally
applied ﬁeld cause the nanorods to lose the freedom to ﬂip.
Thus, the only physical pathway to magnetic energy
minimization is lateral displacement to form unfrustrated and
highly open lattices with a unique d ≫ l characteristic, which is
rarely observed in synthetic colloidal systems. Dramatically
increasing spacing minimizes repulsive interactions and
continues until it is balanced by the much weaker chemical
potential, stabilizing at distances about 2 orders of magnitude
larger than the diameter of the nanorods.
The repulsive long-range forces provide a means for wide
range tunability of the lattice spacing and symmetry. Increasing
the magnetic moment of the nanorods through an increase in
either the volume or the magnetization of the nanorods will
lead to an increase in the magnetostatic repulsive force and
consequently larger lattice spacing. As known, the magnetic
ﬁeld Hx created by a dipole with moment m and length l, at a
distance x in the direction perpendicular to the dipole, is given
by
m
Hx =
3/2
l2
x2 + 4

(

)

(1)

where the magnetic moment is m = MV, and M and V are,
respectively, the magnetization and volume of the nanorod.41
This dipole approximation gives a valuable estimation of the
magnitude of the magnetostatic forces between nanorods with
diﬀerent characteristics. To test this relationship, nanorods with
lengths of 400, 800, and 1600 nm (constant diameter of 200
nm) were fabricated and assembled on a cylindrical magnet
with surface ﬁeld strength of 900 G. Figure 2A shows optical
images of the resulting lattices and a plot of lattice spacing
versus rod volume. As expected from eq 1, it is found that the
spacing increases linearly over the range of 4 to 6.5 μm with the
increase in nanorod volume. On the basis of the saturated
magnetization of nickel (485 emu/cm3), we ﬁnd that ﬁeld
strength for each nanorod length at the respective equilibrium
lattice spacing was fairly constant and between 8 and 9 Oersted
(Supporting Information Figure S5). This indicates that the
repulsive force at the equilibrium lattice spacing is virtually
constant over this range of rod lengths.
Similarly, increasing the magnetization of the nanorods
should increase the perpendicular ﬁeld and also the repulsive
force in accordance with eq 1. To test this relationship, 800 nm
long rods were assembled on magnets with surface-ﬁeld
strengths of 900, 1800, and 2800 G and the resulting lattice
spacing was measured (Figure 2B). It was found that the lattice

Figure 3. Tethering of nanorod arrays to the substrate. (A) Bright-ﬁeld
optical image demonstrating the eﬀect of removing the external ﬁeld
without tethering nanorods. (B−D) SEM images showing tethered
nanorods after external ﬁelds have been removed, (B) large area view
of 400 nm length rods, (C) close-up image of 400 nm length rods, and
(D) close up image of 800 nm length rods.

ization of the ferromagnetic nanorods and preferred pole-topole interactions. Once this happens, the array cannot be
recovered even when the magnetic ﬁeld is reapplied. Since the
nanorod array is assembled and anchored directly at the
substrate surface, the close proximity of the nanorods with the
substrate enables strategies for robust encapsulation and
preservation of the nanorod arrays. A second major advantage
is that the assembled arrays can be further incorporated in
39
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Figure 4. Sequential deposition of hierarchical assemblies and actuation of arrays. (A) Schematic showing tethering process based on hydrogenbonding between PMAA and PVPON layers. (B) Dark-ﬁeld optical image showing sequential deposition of two islands on the same substrate left
island is comprised of 400 nm long nanorods and right-side island of 800 nm long rods. (C) Dark-ﬁeld images from movie S3 showing the change in
scattering intensity as nanorods are actuated by an external magnetic ﬁeld.

ﬂexible media using conventional processes such as monomer
polymerization as introduced brieﬂy in Supporting Information
and will be further discussed elsewhere. Such processing is
challenging for conventional systems utilizing electromagnetic
coils and ﬂuid cells due to the bulky nature of the coils and the
need to maintain precise placement of the array within the coil/
cell.
In an attempt to preserve the ﬁeld-induced organization, we
modiﬁed the chemical composition of the dispersion and
changed the balance of nanorod-surface interactions. We
suggested that adding dilute salt solutions (25 mM NaCl) to
the nanorod array might decrease charge screening between the
nanorods and the silicon substrate allowing the PVPON shells
on the nanorods to physically adsorb to the substrate
(Supporting Information Videos S1, S2). While this simple
addition could freeze the nanorods, the anchoring was very
weak as even mild rinsing dramatically disturbed the ordered
arrays. Therefore, we developed a hydrogen-bonding based
anchoring approach by introducing polymethacrylic acid/
PVPON (PMAA/PVPON) functionalized substrates.47,48 In
this design, dilute solutions of PMAA were added dropwise to
arrays formed in order to facilitate hydrogen-bond anchoring of
PVPON-functionalized nanorod ends and substrate and the
ﬁrm preservation of the initial ordering even after drying and
rinsing processes (Figures 3B−D, 4A).
Moreover, the robust nature of the hydrogen-bonded
coupling allowed deposition of multiple islands with diﬀerent
lattices on the same substrate by repeating the assembly process
at diﬀerent locations (Figure 4B). Here, the island on the left
side of the image is comprised of 400 nm long nanorods, and
the island on the right side contains 800 nm long nanorods. As
shown in Figure 2A, the island containing longer nanorods has
larger lattice spacing. The precise placement of the second
island was achieved by registry of the desired location with the
magnet center. The ability to sequentially deposit multiple
islands with precise control of the island spacing could allow
such a technique to be adopted for fabrication of multiplexed
arrays for application in biological and chemical sensing.
Furthermore, this method can easily be extended to a wide

variety of shells with hydrogen-bonding, electrostatic interactions, or even covalent cross-linking.
An interesting consequence of the coupling method utilized
here is that the polymer chains placed in-between the nanorod
ends and the substrate can act as hinges about which the
nanorods can freely rotate (Figure 4A). In this way, changing
the magnetic ﬁeld orientation leads to rapid actuation of the
nanorod array in a manner similar to artiﬁcial cilia on ﬂexible
supports49 and in contrast to microfabricated rod arrays that
can only actuate via bending modes.50−52 In Figure 4c and
Supporting Information Video S3 the fast, real-time actuation
of the nanorod array can be seen by the dramatic shift in the
color and intensity of the scattered light. Changing the
orientation of the nanorods from vertically standing to tilted
increases the scattering cross-section, and this is readily
observed in the dark-ﬁeld optical video.
The results presented here demonstrate a unique assembly of
nickel nanorods into long-range organized lattices with tunable
spacing and symmetry using a gradient magnetic ﬁeld. Once at
the substrate interface, the nanorods undergo a phase
separation forming highly open unfrustrated lattices, whose
structure is governed by the long-range repulsive forces
between the uniformly oriented adjacent magnetic dipoles.
We suggest that the high interfacial mobility of the nanorods
along with long-range repulsion of kinetically conﬁned
magnetic dipoles resulted in the formation of unfrustrated
triangular lattices with spacing between vertical nanorods
exceeding their diameter by a ratio of 50:1 and open volume
exceeding 99.9%. This assembly process is facilitated by the
combination of magnetophoretic assembly, high lateral mobility
of nanorods, kinetic conﬁnement, and ﬁeld/concentrationcontrolled phase separation. In contrast to ferroﬂuids and
magnetorheologic ﬂuids in a thin cell, which undergo phase
separation when placed in orthogonal magnetic ﬁelds,53,54 a
ﬂuid cell conﬁnement is not required in current approach.
These open lattices can be further locked in position by the
triggering of hydrogen-bonding between the funcationalized
nanorods and the substrate. This anchoring technique was
extended to allow for assembly of multiple lattices with
diﬀerent geometries and spacing on the same substrate with
40
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precise registry. Furthermore, the hingelike polymeric anchors
oﬀer the possibility to rapidly actuate the nanorods in a manner
similar to artiﬁcial cilia.35,49 Thus, the magnetic-ﬁeld assisted
assembly of nanorods demonstrated here oﬀers a unique
combination of ease of assembly and ease of integration making
it a promising platform for self-assembly in a wide range of
applications including rapidly actuating arrays for micromixing/manipulation, biological/chemical sensing, and active
magneto/optical/photonic systems. Compared to other selfassembled or lithographically fabricated post arrays this
approach oﬀers the advantage that long-range ordered arrays
with uniform cilia lengths can be easily assembled in situ
without the need for complex physical conﬁnement. Moreover,
the ease of integrating other materials oﬀers the possibility of
creating magnetically actuated ferromagnetic arrays with fastresponsive multifunctional actuating behavior.
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